
@Studio16 –  

“Through education, application, motivation and a commitment 
to a healthy lifestyle – we will succeed”! 

WHAT DO WE DO @STUDIO16? 
 

Not this…. but Joseph Pilates did 

 
 

Not this… but Joseph Pilates did 

 

@Studio16, I would not instruct many of the exercises that 

Joseph Pilates instructed, - as they are quite extreme.  Many 

of his exercises would harm the “everyday” body rather than 

strengthen it. 

“Return to 

Life 

Through 

Contrology”  

 

“Physical fitness is 

the first requisite 

of happiness.  It is 

the attainment and 

maintenance of a 

uniformly 

developed body as 

well as a sound 

mind, fully capable 

of naturally, easily 

and satisfactorily 

performing our 

many and varied 

daily tasks with 

spontaneous zest 

and pleasure.  To 

achieve this 

highest 

accomplishment 

within the scope of 

our capabilities in 

all walks of life we 

must constantly 

strive to acquire 

strong, healthy 

bodies and develop 

our minds to our 

natural limits.” 

 

Joseph Pilates 

1934 
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Joseph H Pilates was a sickly child who suffered from asthma, rickets and rheumatic fever.  

As a teenager in the 1890s, he began his lifelong quest to improve his health. Growing up 

in Germany, he achieved some success as a boxer and a gymnast - in addition to being a 

skilled skier and diver.  

1912 Joe went to England where he became a boxer, circus performer and a self-defense 

instructor.  Eventually, he developed some 500 exercises that helped him and his followers 

lead a long and healthy life.  

In 1914, after WWI broke out, he was interned along with other German nationals in a 

"camp" for enemy aliens in Lancaster. There he taught wrestling and self-defense, boasting 

that his students would emerge stronger than they were before being interned.  

After the war Joe returned to Germany and began training the Hamburg Military Police in 

self defense and physical training. 

 In 1926 he emigrated to the United States, where he met his wife Clara and together they 
opened a physical fitness studio and then his teachings became known to the dance world 
as well.  Their studio attracted many dancers and athletes.  
 
In January 1966 there was a fire in their building. Joe returned to his studio to try and save 
anything possible and fell through the burnt out floorboards, hanging by his hands from a 
beam for quite some time until rescued by the fire-fighters. It is assumed that this incident 
directly led to his death in October 1967, at the age of 87.  
 
I have chosen some of Joseph’s exercises but modified them to make them safer for the 

“everyday” body.  Over my many years of teaching - I too have developed my own 

exercises and have incorporated other training methods such as: stretch, balance and tai 

chi moves. 

I believe that, Joseph Pilates had an extreme and obsessive approach towards physical 

fitness due to his illness as a child but, over 80 years later, his exercises and principles are 

still motivating people - including me. 

 

Clients have questioned me why I don't use the "Reformer" and other equipment that 

Joseph Pilates designed and used in his Studio and the simple truth is that, - I do not find 

them safe enough for my clientele, nor as effective as floor training. 

 

Many of Joseph clients were: the military police; soldiers; professional dancers; and 

athletes who wanted to push their strength and performance boundaries ... so he created 

exercises that brought them results.   The majority of my clients are ladies and some 

gentlemen that are progressing through life that want to have strength, vitality, the ability to 

move freely and a balanced and shapely body.       

 

Feedback from clients who train @Studio16 is that each year they train is an extra year of 

feeling and looking younger than what they did when they first walked through the Studio's 

door. 
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WHAT DO WE DO @STUDIO16? 
@Studio16 we train, being inspired by a variety of training principles and methods.  My 

programmes have been designed to give the participants optimum results for body shaping, 

strength, balance and flexibility and all the programmes are suited for both genders aged  

between 20 – 100+ years of age..   

Gymnasium (from ancient Greece) 

From Wikipedia 
The gymnasium in Ancient Greece functioned as a training facility for competitors in public 
games. It was also a place for socialising and engaging in intellectual pursuits. The name 
comes from the Ancient Greek term gymnós meaning "naked". Athletes competed nude, a 
practice said to encourage aesthetic appreciation of the male body and a tribute to the 
gods. 

 

The ancient Greek gymnasium became a place for more than exercise. This development 
arose through recognition by the Greeks of the strong relation between athletics, education 
and health. Accordingly, the gymnasium became connected with education on the one 
hand and medicine on the other. Physical training and maintenance of health and 
strength were the chief parts of children's earlier education.    

Weight Training 

Brief History: The genealogy of lifting can be traced back to the beginning of recorded 

history where humanity's fascination with physical abilities can be found among numerous 

ancient writings. Progressive resistance training dates back at least to Ancient Greece, 

when legend has it that wrestler Milo of Croton trained by carrying a newborn calf on his 

back every day until it was fully grown. Another Greek, the physician Galen, described 

strength training exercises using the halteres (an early form of dumbbell) in the 2nd 

century. 

Ancient Greek sculptures also depict lifting feats. The weights were generally stones, but 
later gave way to dumbbells. The dumbbell was joined by the barbell in the later half of the 
19th century. Early barbells had hollow globes that could be filled with sand or lead shot, 
but by the end of the century these were replaced by the plate-loading barbell commonly 
used today.  
 
The 1960s saw the gradual introduction of weights machines into the still-rare strength 
training gyms of the time. Weight training became increasingly popular in the 1970s -
predominately for men - and since the late 1990s increasing numbers of women have 
taken-up weight training.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greece
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Game
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/%CE%B3%CF%85%CE%BC%CE%BD%CF%8C%CF%82#Ancient_Greek
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nudity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Education
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medicine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greece
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Milo_of_Croton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calf
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galen
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Halteres_%28ancient_Greece%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dumbbell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sand
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_shot
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Exercise_machine
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gym
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In our Gymansium (@Studio16) we do use weights – 

But not like this! 

  

An early plate-loading barbell and kettlebell 

The shape of the kettlebells will not allow for safe press-ups nor back or shoulder routines.  

I have seen some people walking, running and swinging in a squat position with kettlebells 

lately in “bootcamp” programmes – but this is not safe for anyone to be doing.  You should 

avoid running or moving quickly carrying any form of weights.  When training with weights 

the torso should be still – minimal spin rotation or flexion to avoid injury… definitely no 

walking, running and swinging ! 

Tai Chi - Qigong 

There are different elements to Tai Chi, that include: self-defense, hands and weapons 

routines/forms, response drills but the elements we practice most at the Studio is the 

qigong form that focuses on:  breathing, movement and awareness exercises and 

meditation. 

 

Yang Chengfu utilizing one of the many possible applications of the Single Whip technique. 

 

 

Next Newsletter will cover the other training principles we practice @Studio16. 
 

Thank you for training @Studio16 
www.studio16.com.au      mobile: 0428 014 798     email: betty.studio16@gmail.com 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kettlebell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yang_Chengfu
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Single_Whip
http://www.studio16.com.au/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:EarlyBarbell.png

